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I have striven not to laugh at human actions, not 
to weep at them, nor to hate them, but to 

understand them.

Baruch Spinoza



  

Terminology and Jargon

● Scientific computing / Computational science: Trying to 
understand natural systems (physical, chemical, biological, 
cognitive, social) by means of mathematical modelling and 
computational simulation

● Data science / Data mining: Algorithms and techniques for 
discovering patterns and relationships in data sets

● Machine Learning: Using such patterns/relationships to learn 
useful input-output mappings that can provide predictive models

● Reverse Engineering: In a way combines all of the above; using 
machine learning for data-driven model and parameter selection 
for scientific computing



Natural systems



The scientific understanding of life and mind in 
terms of information, computation, and feedback 

control.

Steven Pinker

[Systems Biology, Cognitive Science]



  

Reverse engineering the circuitry of biology

● Biological cells are essentially bags of 
interacting genes/proteins, which 
combine to carry out the various 
processes of life

● Given experimental data about how the 
concentration levels of proteins 
respond to various kinds of stimuli, can 
we try to recover the relationships of 
regulation and control between 
different genes/proteins?

● This can be thought of as learning the 
structure of a dynamical system, given 
some input/output characteristics

● We are looking at a range of 
approaches for mathematically 
modelling and learning these regulatory 
networks, such as Petri Nets, ODEs, 
and Markov Nets

[http://genomics.energy.gov]



  

How do we produce and comprehend language?

● What factors drive production choice 
amongst competing variants?

● How does this vary across languages? 
(Currently looking at Hindi-Urdu and 
English)

● Can we model the integration of different 
factors, like dependency and expectation 
effects, in a cognitively motivated model?

● Can machine learning be useful in 
determining such a model, and can it also 
tell us about human language learning?

● How does production relate to 
comprehension?

● Do we produce sentences that are more 
easily comprehended? Can reading time 
and eye-tracking data tell us about 
production as well?

[Levelt 1989]



  

Connections, Applications

● Biological systems (gene/protein networks) are essentially 
being modelled in terms of information flows and processing; 
machine learning being used to help uncover underlying 
structure – may be relevant to a variety of systems involving 
either physical or informational flows

● On the systems biology side: Modelling and engineering 
synthetic fuel-producing microorganisms

● On the cognitive science side: Modelling and influencing human 
energy usage decisions

● Common challenges: How do we combine domain knowledge 
and expertise with data-driven modelling? How do we deal with 
noise and uncertainty? Can we do domain-aware machine 
learning, rather than just domain-general?



  



  



  

The same stream of life that runs through my 
veins night and day runs through the world and 
dances in rhythmic measures. It is the same life 
that shoots in joy through the dust of the earth in 

numberless blades of grass and breaks into 
tumultuous waves of leaves and flowers.

Rabindranath Tagore
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